Teleprompter Display Software
TVPROMPT-LE v.4.0
For TV shows, TV news, lectures, concerts and any live event.

Tvprompt-LE offers the versatility required to be used in any professional work
environment. It allows you to create Rundowns (TV Studio mode) where it is
possible to move, delete, add, insert, edit, etc. On the other hand, it can also be
configured as a single text (Conference Mode), or several scripts with its own
text editor. Then you can perform all the necessary modifications in the text.
Script control is achieved through different input devices. It works both manual
(keyboard and mouse) and remotely (foot and hand controls). These controls
can operate connected by USB, Ethernet or wireless.
Tvprompt-LE is a built-in Unicode text format system, so it is compatible with
texts and characters of any language.

TEXT EDITION IN REAL TIME
MULTIPLE MONITORS
MANAGEMENT
It can work on extended mode
with 2 monitors (Control
screen and Prompter screen)
MIRROR IMAGE
Horizontal and vertical mirror
image output to fit any monitor
BUILT-IN TEXT EDITOR
Powerful Text Editor in
Conference Mode
2 WORKING MODES
Television and Conference
Mode, making it essential for all
working environments

.

IMPORT OF DE MOST COMMON
FILE TYPES
Text files (.txt),
Rich Text Format files (.rtf)
and Microsoft Word files
(.doc and .docx)
In TV mode, the software uses different color schemes for the Rundown to
identify quickly the texts that move, play, jump ... In addition, you can preview
the text, edit it, move it ...
In Conference mode, you have a fully integrated text editor, which offers the
possibility to modify all the text settings, as well as the size and color of the font,
the background color, the text alignment and many other options.

ADDI telecom

A U D I O V I S U A L T E C H N O L O G Y

AVAILABLE IN SEVERAL
LANGUAGES
Traslation in real time between
languages. (English, Spanish
and French)
DIFFERENT REMOTE
CONTROLS:
Foot, hand, USB, wireless and
Ethernet (up to 256 devices at
the same time).
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